The journal publishes exceptional scholarship in all areas of western philosophy from antiquity up to contemporary philosophy. The Archiv insists on the highest scholarly standards and values precise argumentation and lucid prose. In addition to publishing articles and reviews, the journal occasionally features a “Zur Diskussion” section in which particularly controversial positions are debated.

Reviews

Rezensionen

The Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie has maintained its position as the world’s most respected periodical in the history of philosophy because it is the only truly international publication of its kind. Ever since Paul Wilpert refounded the Archiv in 1960, after it had closed down in 1933 rather than submit to the pressure of ‘Aryanization’, it has been issued in cooperation with a collaborator in North America in order to ensure a balanced treatment of submissions from all over the world. Thus the Archiv not only informs about the problems in all periods of the history of philosophy, but does so by accepting contributions in different languages.

- Dorothea Frede, UC Berkeley and Universität Hamburg

The Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie is one of the premier journals in the history of philosophy. Many classic articles have appeared in its pages over the years, and it continues to publish important scholarship for an international audience.

- Daniel Garber, Princeton University

Das AGP ist Pflichtlektüre für jeden, der sich für den gegenwärtigen Stand der historischen Forschung zu philosophischen Themen im In- und Ausland interessiert.

- Rolf-Peter Horstmann, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
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Que le plus ancien soit aussi le plus novateur : le paradoxe n’est qu’apparent quand on lit l’Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie. La revue actuelle poursuit admirablement l’œuvre des pionniers (1888 !) en publiant documents inédits, études critiques et articles savants tout en offrant un large espace à la discussion — et le tout dans un multilinguisme significatif de la recherche en philosophie. Instrument indispensable.

- Vincent Carraud, Université de Caen, co-directeur des Études philosophiques

The Archiv is the leading international journal in the history of philosophy, a place where scholars of all philosophical persuasions come together to think about the past of their discipline. The only thing it insists on is quality – fully justifying its reputation as an outstanding venue for work in any period of the history of philosophy.

- Peter King, University of Toronto

The Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie is the oldest journal specializing in the history of philosophy, and probably has the most truly international audience of any philosophy journal, historical or otherwise. I am proud to have been associated with it for a long time, and look forward to its future.

- Ed Curley, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
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